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Abstract6
Complex wave and wave-current conditions exist in the natural world, and are increasingly7
emulated in advanced experimental facilities to de-risk the deployment, operation and maintenance8
of offshore structures and renewable energy devices. This can include combinations of ocean9
swell, multi-directional wind-driven seas, and reflected wave conditions interacting with a current10
field. It is vital to understand the full nature of these potentially hazardous conditions so they11
can be properly simulated in numerical models, to contextualize measurements made in field, and12
experimental programmes. Here, a numerical framework is presented for isolating both the wave13
systems and the mean current velocities from measured data using an interior point optimizer.14
A developed frequency domain solver is used to resolve, from experimentally obtained wave15
gauge measurements, two opposing wave systems on a collinear current, and used to effectively16
isolate the wave systems and predict the current velocity using only wave gauge measurements.17
Thirty five test cases are considered; consisting of five wave spectra interacting with seven different18
current velocities ranging from −0.3 m s−1 to 0.3 m s−1. Comparisons between the theoretical and19
derived wave numbers and current velocities show good agreement and the performance of the20
method is similar to that of existing methodologies while requiring no a priori knowledge of the21
current velocity impacting the wave field required.22
Although results are presented for the collinear problem, the presented method can be applied23
to a wide range of wave and current combinations, and provides a useful tool for increasing un-24
derstanding of both ocean and experimental conditions.25
Keywords:26
Wave-Current Interactions, Wave Reflection Analysis, Tank Testing, Interior-Point Optimization,27
Non-linear Programming28
1. Introduction29
Combinations of waves and currents exist in a wide range of coastal and ocean locations. They30
interact with each other to create complex, potentially hazardous conditions. Wave kinematics are31
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significantly altered by the presence of current (see e.g. Jonsson (1970, 1990); Masson (1996);32
Smith (1997)) whilst the current, including the vertical profile, is also modified by the presence of33
wave-induced velocities (Olabarrieta et al., 2010). This combined wave-current field will largely34
determine the loading and response of offshore structures, vessels, and devices (Bruserud et al.,35
2018). As such, it is critical to measure, test within, and understand likely combinations of wave-36
current conditions, in order to ensure that engineering systems are designed appropriately.37
It can be challenging to measure complex wave-current conditions, either for laboratory scale38
experiments or full-scale ocean instrument deployments. This becomes particularly difficult where39
there are multiple wave systems, as single or pseudo-single component measurement systems can-40
not infer directionality. Even for multi-component measurement systems, this can be challenging41
due to inherent assumptions in the analysis (see Benoit et al. (1997) for details), and the resulting42
outputs are phase-averaged. The existence of multiple wave systems on a current is a fairly com-43
mon occurrence in tidal channels, where remnants of a storm co-exist with a near-opposing wave44
system. For example, the Pentland Firth in Scotland is exposed to the North Sea on the East and45
the North Atlantic to the West (see De Dominicis et al. (2017)).46
Combinations of wave systems on a current are not limited to tidal channels: multi-modal sea47
states are common (Rodrı´guez and Guedes Soares, 1999) and will often exist on ocean currents;48
and wave reflection from natural or man-made coastline (Dickson et al., 1995; Chen et al., 2006)49
will also result in multiple effective wave systems. In laboratory experiments, two or more wave-50
current systems will exist when either trying to emulate these conditions at scale, or in the presence51
of undesired reflections from tank walls or models (see Draycott et al. (2016)). Whether focus-52
ing on field measurements or laboratory experiments, it is critical to understand the conditions53
present so that design cases can be formulated and simulated, and measurements can be properly54
contextualized.55
Here we present a numerical framework that is able to resolve a wide range of wave and wave-56
current conditions. An interior point optimization solver, IPOPT (Wright, 2005; Wa¨chter et al.,57
2015), is used, in the frequency domain, to solve for unknown wave and current parameters by58
minimizing the sum of square errors between measurements and a proposed wave or wave-current59
field formulation. This error function, based on linear wave theory in the present case, serves as60
the objective function to the optimization problem and can be modified to solve specific problems61
using the same solution approach and solver. This approach can therefore be readily adapted to62
operate on various wave parameters depending on the measurements available. In this paper we63
apply the presented framework to solve the complex problem of two wave fields on a current64
(assumed unknown) propagating in opposing directions. Surface elevation data was measured in65
the combined wave-current basin at the FloWave Ocean Energy Research Facility, Edinburgh, UK66
(Ingram et al., 2014). The tool is used to isolate the wave systems and estimate the current velocity67
with wave gauge data alone; by virtue of solving for the current affected wavenumbers directly.68
Though applied to this problem due to its relevance and applicability in both field and experimental69
work, it is envisioned that the same framework can be applied to resolve wave systems and current70
in a number of other scenarios, such as:71
1. isolating two opposing wave systems i.e. standard reflection analysis (see Goda and Suzuki72
(1976); Zelt and Skjelbreia (1992))73
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2. isolating more than two wave systems e.g. multiple incident and reflected wave fields74
3. measuring directional spectra? and inferring current velocity75
4. isolating combinations of directional spectra?76
5. isolating combinations of directional spectra? on current, and inferring the current velocity77
? Only applicable to experimentally obtained data, where the single-summation method has been78
used to generate the directional sea states.79
The article is laid out as follows: Section 2 describes the theory related to wave-current interac-80
tion and interior point optimization. The methodology used to solve the aforementioned problem81
is detailed in Section 3, whilst also describing the numerical framework developed to solve for82
analogous problems. The experimental set-up is described in Section 4, results presented in Sec-83
tion 5, and further discussion in Section 6. Concluding remarks are offered in Section 7.84
2. Theory85
The theory presented in this section is limited to two wave systems, and focuses on problems86
incorporating current. It is, however, trivial to modify the presented formulae to include additional87
or fewer wave systems, or to ignore the current, if appropriate. The subsequent ability to solve a88
given formulation depends on the number of gauges together with their respective separations.89
All the equations presented below are written in terms of surface elevation measurements to90
correspond to the experiments. A similar procedure, however, can be implemented for any wave91
signal e.g. pressure, velocity, acceleration, slope etc. Equally, a combination of measurement types92
may be used. Transfer functions, such as those presented in Benoit et al. (1997), may be used to93
convert all measurements to equivalent surface elevations, simplifying the solution procedure.94
2.1. Wave-current Interaction95
Current alters the form of waves significantly, modifying the height, wavenumbers, and associ-96
ated velocities. For spatial measurements of surface elevation the key unknown is the wavenumber,97
as this determines the phase relationship between different spatial locations (gauges). Without the98
presence of current, wavenumber is related to angular frequency via Eq. (1). A modified version99
is required for problems with current due to the Doppler shift, and is described in Jonsson (1990).100
It is worth noting that this simple formulation assumes that the current field is steady and uniform.101
ω =
√
gk0 tanh k0h (1)
ω − k1U cos β =
√
gk1 tanh k1h (2)
where β is the relative angle between the wave and current fields, and β = 0 for waves travelling102
on a following current. ωi is the angular frequency, k1 and k0 are the current modified and current103
unmodified wavenumbers respectively, and h is the water depth.104
For waves opposing current this has the effect of steepening the waves; a combined effect105
of increased wave height and reduced wavelength. The opposite is true for waves following a106
current. An example of this interaction is depicted in Fig. 1, whereby a monochromatic wave is107
shown propagating onto an opposing current field.108
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H0, k 0 H1, k1
No current Transitional Current
 Ht, kt
U=0 U -u U=-u
Figure 1: Diagram showing wave propagating from region of no current to a region with current. Change in wave
height and wavelength (wavenumber) due to interaction with current field indicated. Example shown with opposing
current (negative u) where wave height increases and wavelength decreases (Draycott et al., 2018)
2.2. Spatial Interaction of Multiple Wave-Current Fields109
Assuming linear wave theory (Krogstad, 2000), the surface elevation time-series at an [x, y]110
location can be described as a double sum of sinusoidal wave components over frequency and111
direction:112
η(x, y, t) =
∑
j∈F
Nθ∑
m=0
a j,m sin(k1, j,m(x cos θ j,m + y sin θ j,m) − ωit + Φ j,m) (3)
where F is the set of frequency components, Nθ is the number of directional components, a j,m113
and k1, j,m are the component wave amplitude and wavenumber for the frequency-angle combination114
( j,m), and Φ j,m is the corresponding phase referenced at t = 0 and [x, y] = 0.115
In the frequency domain, the equivalent formulation for A j,p, the Fourier component at fre-116
quency j and wave gauge p in the set of wavegauges P, is as follows:117
A j,p =
Nθ∑
m=0
a j,meik1, j,m(xp cos θ j,m+yp sin θ j,m) (4)
where a j,m is complex and includes the phase, Φ j,m.118
These describe sea states with an arbitrary number of frequency components, and an arbi-119
trary number of directional components for each frequency. In experimental work it is typical,120
and indeed advisable, to have one directional component for each frequency to avoid phase lock-121
ing (Jefferys, 1987) and the creation of a non-ergodic wave field. Hence, the single summation122
method of directional wave generation is utilized (Miles and Funke, 1989). This reduces Eq. (4)123
to:124
A j,p = a jeik1, j(xp cos θ j+yp sin θ j) (5)
which is then a valid linear wave theory approximation for ocean data and tank experiments where125
unidirectionality can be assumed, and for all basin experiments which utilise single summation126
directional wave generation.127
When there are two wave systems (at each frequency), as described in Section 1 (i.e. two op-128
posing systems in a channel, reflected wave systems etc.) it is necessary to extend this formulation,129
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Current Zone
U=-u
ainc,j k1,inc,j
aref,j k1,ref,j
x
Figure 2: The wave field in the measurement (current) zone is made up of incident and reflected components from
a structure. In the diagram the reflecting structure is shown inside the current zone but could equally be outside.
Highlights that for a given frequency component, j, that there is exist two wavenumbers and amplitudes for each
frequency. Shown here with opposing current (negative U) where wavelength decreases for incident, and increases
for reflected wave components (Draycott et al., 2018)
as follows:130
A j,p = ainc, jeik1,inc, j(xp cos θinc, j+yp sin θinc, j) + are f , jeik1,re f , j(xp cos θre f , j+yp sin θre f , j) (6)
where ainc, j and are f , j refer to the ‘incident’ and ‘reflected’ wave fields, and θinc and θre f refer131
to their respective propagation directions. For collinear cases, where wave systems follow and132
oppose the current field Eq. (7) is applicable to both ocean and tank data. The terms incident and133
reflected are used here, as are appropriate descriptors for the experimental work, however, they134
essentially refer to two wave systems travelling in different directions.135
A j,p = ainc, jeik1,inc, j xp + are f , je−ik1,re f , j xp (7)
This problem is explored in this work as it is a valid representation for a variety of ocean and136
experimental scenarios; in particular tidal channels with multiple wave systems, and incident and137
reflected (or left and right travelling) wave fields in experimental facilities. Fig. 2 depicts this138
wave field, showing that when current is present two wavenumbers, amplitudes and phases exist139
for every frequency component.140
2.3. Interior Point Optimization141
In order to resolve the parameters of multiple wave systems given in Eq. (6) or Eq. (7) an opti-142
mization based approach is proposed in the present work. Using an optimization framework allows143
the problem to be formulated as one in which the optimizer seeks to identify the wave parameters144
such that the difference between the wave systems that these estimated parameters describe and the145
measurements is minimized. Optimization algorithms seek to identify the best possible solution146
amongst all those available. All optimization algorithms require a representation of the problem147
with respect to an evaluation function which judges the relative quality of the proposed solutions.148
A search algorithm is then deployed to minimize or maximize this objective function (Burke and149
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Kendall, 2013). Parameter estimation, those problems which seek to fit a model to measurements,150
for a system involving many variables which may have complex relationships to one another can151
be addressed using an optimization approach in which the objective function represents an error152
function between the model and the measurements. For such approaches, many optimization al-153
gorithms may be relevant; for problems with complex relationships between the parameters being154
estimated, in this case the parameters describing the wave systems, with functions which cannot155
be easily differentiated, heuristic algorithms such as the genetic algorithm or particle swarm would156
be appropriate. If, however, the problem can be formulated as a convex non-linear programming157
function with differentiable objectives and constraints, then gradient based algorithms such as inte-158
rior point methods would offer a more efficient means of solving the problem (Rao, 2009; Wa¨chter159
and Biegler, 2006; Wright, 2005).160
Interior point methods are a class of algorithms used to solve linear and non-linear convex op-161
timization problems based on traversing the feasible space (i.e. the interior space) of a constrained162
optimization problem (Wright, 2005). These algorithms are gradient based optimization algo-163
rithms which operate by computing the first and second derivatives, or approximations of these,164
of the objective and constraint functions in order to converge to the optimal solution (Ye, 1997).165
As they are gradient based methods, they can converge to local solutions depending on the ini-166
tialization of the optimizer and are not guaranteed to converge to a global solution, however, they167
can often demonstrate better convergence properties than a global optimizer for a well structured168
problem with defined derivatives (Wa¨chter et al., 2015).169
IPOPT introduced by Wa¨chter (2002) and further developed in Wa¨chter et al. (2015) is an
interior point optimization algorithm which designed for large-scale continuous non-linear single
objective optimization problems. IPOPT solves non-linear optimization problems in the general
form:
min f (x)
s.t. gL ≤ g(x) ≤ gU
xL ≤ x ≤ xU
where x is the vector of decision variables; f (x) is the convex objective function to be mini-170
mized; gL and gU are respectively the lower and upper bounds on the constraint function g(x); and171
xL and xU are respectively the lower and upper bounds on the decision variables.172
3. Methodology173
3.1. Isolating Multiple Wave-Current Fields using Wave Gauge Measurements174
Typically it is desirable to have a greater number of wave gauges (with useful separations)175
than degrees of freedom, and hence the system is over-resolved. To resolve the wave systems in an176
over-determined system, the total discrepancy between the measured, B, and theoretical Fourier177
coefficients, A, is minimized. This is described by Eq. (8) for each frequency component ( j) and178
every wave gauge (p) in the set of wave gauges (P).179
 j,p = A j,p − B j,p (8)
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where A j,p is any theoretical formulation corresponding to the expected physical conditions.180
For the experiments presented in Section 5, Eq. (7) is used. The objective function, E j, to minimize181
is based on minimizing the weighted sum of square errors across all wave gauges:182
E j =
∑
p∈P
W j,p j,p∗j,p (9)
where W j,p is the weighting function applied for a given wave gauge and frequency, and can be183
used to improve the quality of the results. The complex-conjugate is denoted by ∗. The weighting184
function used here is the same as that presented in Zelt and Skjelbreia (1992), based on the ratio of185
the gauge separations to the k values at frequency j, Although the k values are treated as unknown186
for our problem, the current unmodified values are used in the calculation of the weighting function187
to provide effective results to the overall problem.188
The number of variables to solve for will depend on the problem in question. For the present189
experimental work, the propagation directions of the two systems and current are known and190
the wave systems are assumed to be collinear to the current. Hence, the complex amplitudes191
ainc, j, are f , j, along with the two wavenumbers k1,inc, j and k1,re f , j are the parameters of interest.192
This therefore does not use Eq. (2) to determine the current modified wave numbers knowing the193
magnitude of the current velocity, but instead allows the current velocity to be calculated from the194
wavenumbers identified by the solver.195
3.2. Estimating Current Velocity196
The generalized solver developed here is capable of isolating the wave systems without any197
prior knowledge of the current speed or wavenumbers. From the estimated parameters, the wavenum-198
bers calculated for each of the wave systems enables estimates of the current velocity to be ob-199
tained by rearranging Eq. (2). An estimate is obtained for each frequency component, for each200
wave system:201
U j =
ω j −
√
gk1, j tanh(k1, jh)
k1, j cos β
(10)
where β is the separation angle between frequency component j of the wave system and the202
current. The U j values are essentially the representative current for the frequency component of203
interest. Higher frequencies will therefore provide estimates of the the current closer to the sur-204
face due to their relative depth attenuation. As the vertical shear profile in FloWave approximately205
follows a 115
th power law (Sutherland et al., 2017), the difference between the mean velocity expe-206
rienced by the waves and the depth averaged velocity should be relatively small.207
Due to more stable results noted for the dominant wave system, the total current velocity208
estimate is obtained by weighting frequency-dependent estimates of U from the incident system209
by the incident amplitudes:210
Utotal =
∑
j∈F U j ainc, j∑
j∈F ainc, j
(11)
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3.3. Formulation of Optimization Problem211
IPOPT allows any parameters of interest regarding the wave systems to be resolved using the212
same overarching methodology. To accomplish this the specific decision variables, objectives, and213
constraints must be representable in the general from given in Section 2. It is important that the214
objective function, generally an error function to be minimized for parameter estimation prob-215
lems, includes contributions from each of the decision variables. Likewise it is important that the216
constraint set correctly describes the relationships between the parameters and their limitations.217
In the section that follows, the optimization problem for resolving two coinciding wave systems218
in the presence of current is formulated in full, and the solution approach using IPOPT is de-219
scribed. Though the formulation below is specific to the problem at hand, the general approach220
demonstrated can be used to solve for any parameters of interest in the combined wave-current221
system.222
To solve for the wave systems in the present over-determined system, the problem is formulated223
as a minimization problem wherein the optimization algorithm decision variables represent the224
parameters of the wave systems. In this way, by minimizing an objective function based on the225
merit function given in Eq. (9), the optimization algorithm will determine the relevant parameters226
which define the wave and current systems. This objective is given in Eq. (12).227
The decision variables represent the complex amplitudes given by ainc, j, are f , j, along with the228
two wavenumbers k1,inc, j and k1,re f , j for the two wave systems. To conform with linear wave theory,229
a constraint was introduced to ensure that the wavenumbers increase with frequency (Eqs. (13)230
and (14)).231
Unlike the wavenumbers, the complex amplitudes are not expected to increase with frequency232
and as such no further constraints are placed on the complex amplitudes. Furthermore, all the233
decision variables were bounded as given in Eqs. (17) to (22) based on the theoretical ranges that234
these values could occupy. The current affected wavenumbers were assigned an upper bound of235
3 × k0 in order to aid the convergence behaviour of the optimization process.236
As IPOPT is only developed for real valued functions and variables, the complex parameters237
are divided into separate real and imaginary components in order for all the decision variables to238
be real valued. This leads to the following representation of the decision variables:239
• α j: the real component of the complex amplitude of the incident wave spectra at frequency240
j
(
Re
(
ainc, j
))
241
• γ j: the imaginary component of the complex amplitude of the incident wave spectra at242
frequency j
(
Im
(
ainc, j
))
243
• ζ j: the real component of the complex amplitude of the reflected wave spectra at frequency244
j
(
Re
(
are f , j
))
245
• µ j: the imaginary component of the complex amplitude of the reflected wave spectra at246
frequency j
(
Im
(
are f , j
))
247
• k1,inc, j: the wavenumber of the incident wave spectra at frequency j248
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• k1,re f , j: the wavenumber of the reflected wave spectra at frequency j249
minimize E =
∑
j∈F
∑
p∈P
W j,p j,p∗j,p (12)
subject to k1,inc, j ≥ k1,inc, j−1 ∀ j ∈ F (13)
k1,re f , j ≥ k1,re f , j−1 ∀ j ∈ F (14)
ainc, j = α j + iγ j ∀ j ∈ F (15)
are f , j = ζ j + iµ j ∀ j ∈ F (16)
− 1 ≤ α j ≤ 1 ∀ j ∈ F (17)
− 1 ≤ γ j ≤ 1 ∀ j ∈ F (18)
− 1 ≤ ζ j ≤ 1 ∀ j ∈ F (19)
− 1 ≤ µ j ≤ 1 ∀ j ∈ F (20)
0 ≤ k1,inc, j ≤ 3 · k0, j ∀ j ∈ F (21)
0 ≤ k1,re f , j ≤ 3 · k0, j ∀ j ∈ F (22)
In the event that the current direction is known relative to the incident wave field (i.e. if the250
waves are following or opposing current), additional constraints can be introduced in line with the251
theory shown in Fig. 1 to aid the convergence behaviour. The inclusion of these constraints does252
not impact the resolved wave parameters, but merely the time taken by the optimizer to identify253
these. These constraints represent:254
• wavenumber of the wave system opposing currents are less than the current unaffected255
wavenumbers (Eqs. (23) and (25); and256
• wavenumber of the wave system following currents are greater than the current unaffected257
wavenumbers (Eqs. (24) and (26).258
k1,inc, j ≥ k0, j ∀U < 0;∀ j ∈ F (23)
k1,inc, j ≤ k0, j ∀U > 0;∀ j ∈ F (24)
k1,re f , j ≤ k0, j ∀U < 0;∀ j ∈ F (25)
k1,re f , j ≥ k0, j ∀U > 0;∀ j ∈ F (26)
IPOPT as a gradient based optimization algorithm requires the first derivative of both the objec-259
tive function and the constraint functions (referred to as the gradient of the objective and Jacobian260
respectively). Where these are not defined, a numerical differentiation scheme is used to approxi-261
mate the derivatives. Numerical differentiation, however, tends to scale poorly as the problem size262
increases and can become computationally expensive (Wa¨chter and Biegler, 2006).263
Given that the frequency component of each the decision variables are combined linearly in the264
objective function, the gradient of the objective can be treated independently for each frequency265
component:266
9
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∂E
∂α j
=
∑
p∈P
W j,peik1,inc, j xp
[(
α j + γ ji
)
eik1,inc, j xp +
(
ζ j + µ ji
)
e−ik1,re f , j xp − B j,p
]∗
+
W j,p
(
eik1,inc, j xp
)∗ [(
α j + γ ji
)
eik1,inc, j xp +
(
ζ j + µ ji
)
e−ik1,re f , j xp − B j,p
] (27)
∂E
∂γ j
=
∑
p∈P
W j,pieik1,inc, j xp
[(
α j + γ ji
)
eik1,inc, j xp +
(
ζ j + µ ji
)
e−ik1,re f , j xp − B j,p
]∗
+
W j,p
(
ieik1,inc, j xp
)∗ [(
α j + γ ji
)
eik1,inc, j xp +
(
ζ j + µ ji
)
e−ik1,re f , j xp − B j,p
] (28)
∂E
∂k1,inc, j
=
∑
p∈P
W j,p
[(
α j + γ ji
)
ixpeik1,inc, j xp
] [(
α j + γ ji
)
eik1,inc, j xp +
(
ζ j + µ ji
)
e−ik1,re f , j xp − B j,p
]∗
+
W j,p
[(
α j + γ ji
)
ixpeik1,inc, j xp
]∗ [(
α j + γ ji
)
eik1,inc, j xp +
(
ζ j + µ ji
)
e−ik1,re f , j xp − B j,p
] (29)
∂E
∂ζ j
=
∑
p∈P
W j,pe−ik1,re f , j xp
[(
α j + γ ji
)
eik1,inc, j xp +
(
ζ j + µ ji
)
e−ik1,re f , j xp − B j,p
]∗
+
W j,p
(
e−ik1,re f , j xp
)∗ [(
α j + γ ji
)
eik1,inc, j xp +
(
ζ j + µ ji
)
e−ik1,re f , j xp − B j,p
] (30)
∂E
∂µ j
=
∑
p∈P
W j,pie−ik1,re f , j xp
[(
α j + γ ji
)
eik1,inc, j xp +
(
ζ j + µ ji
)
e−ik1,re f , j xp − B j,p
]∗
+
W j,p
(
−ieik1,re f , j xp
)∗ [(
α j + γ ji
)
eik1,inc, j xp +
(
ζ j + µ ji
)
e−ik1,re f , j xp − B j,p
] (31)
∂E
∂k1,re f , j
=
∑
p∈P
W j,p
[
−
(
ζ j + µ ji
)
ixpe−ik1,re f , j xp
] [(
α j + γ ji
)
eik1,inc, j xp +
(
ζ j + µ ji
)
e−ik1,re f , j xp − B j,p
]∗
+
W j,p
[
−
(
ζ j + µ ji
)
ixpe−ik1,re f , j xp
]∗ [(
α j + γ ji
)
eik1,inc, j xp +
(
ζ j + µ ji
)
e−ik1,re f , j xp − B j,p
]
(32)
Using the exact gradient as defined above leads to a more robust optimization process and267
improves convergence behaviour. For the implemented problem the use of exact derivatives rather268
than the numerical approximations resulted in reductions in computational time on the order of 40269
times. It should be noted that the exact gradients were verified against a numerical differentiation270
scheme prior to implementation in order to ensure correctness.271
It is important to note that implemented decision variables, objectives, and the gradient of the272
objective are all real valued. Though the objective and gradient of the objective contain complex273
operations, these result in a real, thereby allowing IPOPT to be deployed. The Jacobian, the first274
derivative of the constraint equations, is simpler to formulate as the only non-bound constraint,275
which imposes that the wavenumbers must increase with frequency, is linear. As the constraint is276
linear, the Jacobian is constant and must only be evaluated once during the optimization process.277
IPOPT which is distributed as part of the COIN-OR project (Lougee-Heimer, 2003) is dis-278
tributed with a Matlab interface which has been used here to execute the optimization process.279
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4. Test Plan & Set-up280
The conditions used to test and validate the presented methodology are detailed in Section 4.1,281
whilst the experimental configuration is described in Section 4.2.282
4.1. Test Plan283
Five sea states, based on Pierson-Moskowitz (PM) spectra, were chosen for generation in seven284
current velocities; totalling 35 experiments. These sea states are typical of those tested at the285
FloWave Ocean Energy Research Facility (see Section 4.2.1), having recently been used as part of286
an extensive and standardized test programme for Wave Energy Scotland (Highlands and Islands287
Enterprise, 2017). These sea states also cover a wide range of peak frequency, fp. As wave-current288
interaction is highly frequency dependent, this enables a more detailed assessment of the method289
performance to wave-current combinations. These sea states have also been used in Draycott et al.290
(2018), where the incident and reflected wave systems were isolated by a more simplistic method291
utilising assumed current velocities and wavenumbers, and can be used as a useful benchmark for292
the presented, more advanced, methodology. The 5 sea states are given in Table 1.293
Table 1: Matrix of wave test parameters
Sea State Hm0 [m] fp [Hz]
1 0.075 0.30
2 0.100 0.35
3 0.175 0.40
4 0.175 0.49
5 0.125 0.58
Each of the sea states were generated in current velocities of -0.3, -0.2, -0.1, 0, 0.1, 0.2 and294
0.3 m s−1. Current drive speeds were set based on a depth averaged calibration from measurements295
taken in the centre of the tank (as depicted in Sutherland et al. (2017)).296
4.2. Experimental Configuration297
4.2.1. The FloWave Ocean Energy Research Facility298
All experimental measurements presented here were obtained at the FloWave Ocean Energy299
Research Facility (Fig. 3), Edinburgh, UK (Draycott et al., 2016). The 25 m diameter circular300
combined wave and current basin is encircled by 168 active-absorbing force-feedback wavemakers301
and has a nominal water depth of 2.0 m when wavemakers are in use. A re-circulating flow system302
is installed in the plenum chamber beneath the floor, utilising 28 impeller units (Robinson et al.,303
2015). This system enables a predominantly straight flow to be achieved in any direction across a304
central test area (Noble et al., 2015), where waves can additionally be added to the current field at305
arbitrary angles. This facility is therefore ideal for testing the presented wave-current solver.306
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Figure 3: The FloWave Ocean Energy Research Facility
4.2.2. Instrumentation307
A linear wave gauge array has been deployed comprising of nine resistance-type wave gauges.308
This array layout is based on an eighth order Golomb ruler (see Meyer and Papakonstantinou309
(2009)), providing desirable co-array properties suitable for reflection analysis (Draycott, 2017).310
The length of the array is 1.84 m long, providing useful separations for the frequency range of311
interest, and has been mounted about the tank centre (spanning −0.92 m to 0.92 m). An additional312
gauge at x = 0 has been added to obtain the centre-of-tank time-series.
-0.8 -0.6 -0.4 -0.2 0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8
[m]
Figure 4: Reflection array based on eighth order Golomb ruler (Draycott et al., 2018)
-1.5 -1 -0.5 0 0.5 1 1.5
[m]
Figure 5: Co-array of Golomb ruler based reflection array (Draycott et al., 2018)
313
The array design along with the resulting co-array separations are shown in Figs. 4 and 5. The314
separations are extremely uniform, and thus provide excellent coverage over the spatial range of315
interest corresponding to the wavelengths present in the tank. This then provides a large number of316
useful separations, given as 0.05λi < ∆x < 0.45λi in Goda and Suzuki (1976), over a wide range317
of frequencies.318
5. Results319
5.1. Optimization Performance320
For each of the sea states given in Table 1, IPOPT was executed to minimize the error function321
as given in the optimization problem formulation. Each of these cases used IPOPT’s internal non-322
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linear scaling methods to scale the problem such that the objective, gradient, and Jacobian were323
all approximately within a range between 1 and 100 as suggested in Wa¨chter et al. (2015). This324
scaling allows both better convergence properties of the problem, as well as allowing better per-325
formance during the restoration phase of the algorithm (for more details on the phases of IPOPT326
see Wa¨chter and Biegler (2006)).327
IPOPT was set to terminate either once a maximum number of iterations (1,000,000) was328
reached or once the standard convergence criteria given by Wa¨chter et al. (2015) were reached.329
For all 35 sea states considered, the maximum number of iterations was never reached, and the330
solutions reached the required convergence tolerances in between 57 and 100,000 iterations de-331
pending on the case. As IPOPT is a trajectory based algorithm, the initial solution given in Table 2332
was supplied for each frequency component, j, at the start of the optimization process. Consis-333
tently, the cases with no current converged most quickly, in part due to the initial point for the334
wavenumbers being the current unmodified wavenumber. All solutions presented represent local335
optima, and in many cases are approximately equivalent to the global optima. Figure 6 shows the336
converged objective values for each of the simulations. For all cases, the error between the fit pa-337
rameters and the gauge measurements were below 2×10−9 indicating that the converged solutions338
represent an accurate, low-error, estimate of the parameters of the wave systems.339
Table 2: Optimization Initial Solution
Decision Variable Initial Value
α j 0.10
γ j 0.01
ζ j 0.10
µ j 0.01
k1,inc, j k0, j
k1,re f , j k0, j
5.2. Isolated Incident and Reflected Wave Systems340
Each of the five irregular wave cases defined in Table 1 have been recreated for each of the341
seven current velocities. Isolating the respective incident and reflected spectra produces the results342
presented in Figs. 7 to 9 with Fig. 7 showing the incident spectra and Figs. 8 and 9 depicting the343
reflected spectra in current following waves and current opposing waves respectively. The form of344
the incident spectra are generally as expected, and appear as a current-modified version of the PM345
input spectra. This indicates that, in these instances, the two wave systems have been well isolated;346
which tends to be particularly true for cases with low peak frequencies, in following current, or347
both.348
The effective isolation of the wave systems when the dominant, incident, wave system is prop-349
agating against larger currents appears more problematic. It stands to reason that this is a result350
of turbulence. These turbulent velocity perturbations become a significant proportion of the group351
velocity of the waves, due to group velocities decreasing for waves opposing a current (Jonsson,352
1990). This results in current modified wavenumbers and amplitudes which vary temporally, and353
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Figure 6: Converged objective function values for each of the 35 experiments.
are not stationary as assumed in the frequency domain analysis approach. This effect will worsen354
in higher opposing flows with a fixed turbulence intensity (TI), or with increasing TI, and will355
introduce slight errors in the isolated wave spectra, along with estimation of wavenumbers. This356
highlights an inherent limitation in using frequency domain approaches for non-stationary turbu-357
lent conditions.358
A major capability of the methodology developed in this work compared to existing meth-359
ods such as those presented in Draycott et al. (2018) is that in the general formulation, no prior360
knowledge regarding the current velocity or wavenumber is required to isolate the wave systems.361
This advantage leads to a greater degree of applicability and flexibility in this new methodology,362
and for this example enables the estimation of current velocity from the computed wavenumbers.363
Figure 10 illustrates the wavenumbers identified by this method for one of the sea states produced364
at FloWave. As indicated in this figure, the wavenumbers for the system following the current is365
subdued compared to k0, the current unaffected wavenumber, while the wavenumber for the wave366
system opposing the current is elevated. This is consistent with linear and second order wave the-367
ory, as illustrated in Fig. 1. Compared to the theoretical values for this case, both parameters are368
well estimated, though the values for k1,inc are better estimated due to the current following this369
wave system.370
5.2.1. Comparison to Draycott et al. (2018)371
Comparing the results of the present methodology with those from Draycott et al. (2018) the372
presented method has low errors in estimating both the incident and reflected wave spectra and high373
correlation to the methodology outlined in Draycott et al. (2018). The wavenumbers, however, are374
characterized by higher errors and therefore lower coefficients of determination, in particular for375
the system opposing the direction of the current (see Table 3). As has been discussed previously,376
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Figure 7: Incident frequency spectra for five PM spectra of differing peak frequency. The data are calculated for
spectra created in currents ranging from −0.3 m s−1 to 0.3 m s−1.
the methodology in general is more robust for isolating dominant wave systems following current377
rather than opposing them. This is further supported by the coefficients of determination presented378
in Table 3 comparing the parameters estimated using IPOPT against those identified in Draycott379
et al. (2018). From these results it can be observed that in the case of no current, IPOPT correctly380
identifies the same values of all parameters. In the presence of current, however, these values differ381
from the theoretical/calculated equivalents, yet good correlations are still found. The parameters382
of the wave systems following current display greater correlation than those for current opposing383
waves.384
Table 3: Coefficients of determination between parameters estimated using IPOPT and those found in Draycott et al.
(2018). The terms “following” and “opposing” refer to the direction of the incident wave system relative to the current.
Parameter Following Opposing No Current Overall
k1,inc 0.98 0.91 1.00 0.89
k1,re f 0.86 0.96 1.00 0.87
S f ,inc 0.99 0.98 1.00 0.98
S f ,re f 0.99 0.77 1.00 0.90
ainc 0.99 0.99 1.00 0.99
are f 0.98 0.83 1.00 0.93
5.3. Isolated Incident and Reflected Time-Series385
In addition to resolving the incident and reflected spectra, as shown in Section 5.2, it is also386
possible to reconstruct the incident and reflected time series of surface elevation. This is owed to387
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Figure 8: Reflected frequency spectra for waves following current. The data are shown for five PM spectra of differing
peak frequency in currents ranging from −0.3 m s−1 to 0.3 m s−1.
the phase-resolved solution approach, enabling the time-series of the two systems to be inferred.388
For the incident and reflected systems this can be calculated via an Inverse Fast Fourier Transform389
(IFFT) at a specified x location using Eqs. (33) and (34) respectively.390
ηinc,x = F −1(ainc, jeik1,inc, j x) (33)
391
ηre f ,x = F −1(are f , je−ik1,re f , j x) (34)
where F −1 represents an IFFT.392
An example of the isolated incident and reflected time-series at x = 0 is provided in Fig. 11 for393
the fp = 0.4922 Hz, 0.20 m s−1 following current case. Although the reflected time-series appears394
relatively small for this example, the time-total time-series is significantly altered and there are395
instances where the reflected system will dominate loads and response of any engineering system396
being tested (e.g. around 133 s). The largest peaks and troughs are also altered significantly from397
those expected from the incident spectrum alone, and will hence alter maximum loads experienced398
in such conditions. This highlights the requirement to understand the nature of the conditions being399
tested within, particularly as a device may respond very differently to opposing and following wave400
systems; either due to their relative orientation or the difference in wave kinematics.401
5.4. Estimating Current Velocity402
Once the optimization process was completed, the total representative current velocity, the403
weighted current velocity in the vertical region where the wave and current interact, for each404
experiment was estimated using Eq. (11) applied to the dominant wave system in each case. The405
results of this are shown in Fig. 12 for each of the wave spectra in each current velocity. As406
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Figure 9: Reflected frequency spectra for waves opposing current. The data are shown for five PM spectra of differing
peak frequency in currents ranging from −0.3 m s−1 to 0.3 m s−1.
can be seen in this figure, in general, the current velocities are reasonably well estimated with a407
coefficient of determination of 0.99 and a root-mean-square-error of 0.031 m s−1. Though high408
correlation was observed between the estimated and true current velocities, there did appear to be409
a consistent overestimation of current speeds as indicated in Fig. 12. Better current estimates were410
observed for the cases of waves following current, with the cases in which the dominant wave411
system oppose the current resulting in a higher variation in current velocities. This is likely as a412
result in the greater difficulty in resolving the systems under these conditions. In general, for the413
cases where the dominant wave system was following the current, the magnitude of the current414
velocities were over-predicted and in the cases where the dominant wave system was opposing the415
current, the magnitudes were under-predicted. It is not entirely clear why this consistent behaviour416
was observed rather than the error being uniformly distributed. Whether this is a result of errors in417
the estimation of the parameters or if this is a real effect as a result of non-linear phenomena such418
as a net Stokes drift velocity, or alteration to mean current resulting from wave-current interaction419
(e.g. Kemp and Simons (1982); Olabarrieta et al. (2010)) remains unknown at present. It is,420
however, not thought to be a result of vertical shear, as this would provide an over-estimation421
(relative to depth averaged velocity) of the velocity magnitude for both following and opposing422
cases.423
6. Discussion & Further Work424
6.1. Additional Discussion of Results425
The presented methodology has demonstrated its capabilities in estimating the parameters of426
wave systems and inferring current velocity for collinear systems utilizing a series of wave gauges427
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Figure 10: Wave numbers for current following waves, fp = 0.4922 Hz, 0.20 m s−1 current following waves.
in a linear configuration. This new method for resolving complex seas requires fewer assumptions428
than competing methods by virtue of solving for the current affected wavenumbers and is capable429
of delivering reliable results. The deployment of IPOPT, a gradient based optimization algorithm,430
has proven to be an effective means of isolating the collinear wave systems in the presence of cur-431
rent with high coefficients of determination compared to the simpler methodology from Draycott432
et al. (2018). The results presented in Figs. 7 to 9, have indicated that the methodology is more ef-433
fective at characterizing the dominant wave system in following conditions at low peak frequency434
of the PM spectra. The secondary wave system, the reflected spectra in the experimental work,435
was not as smoothly defined especially in conditions where the dominant wave system (the inci-436
dent spectra) were opposing the current. The expected form of the reflected system is, however,437
unknown and as such the true error is somewhat difficult to quantify.438
The initial solution for the optimization shown in Table 2 were initially selected as they rep-439
resented a reasonable first guess from which the optimizer could execute. The complex ampli-440
tudes were left relatively small with a more significant contribution from the real component than441
the imaginary component, and the wavenumbers were initialized to their current unaffected val-442
ues. Further tuning of the initial solution could in principle improve the quality of the solutions443
and approach the global optima. An initial sensitivity study conducted after obtaining the pre-444
sented results has indicated that an initial point for the wavenumbers being the current unmodified445
wavenumbers is the effective choice, and can be implemented without any prior knowledge of446
the current velocity or direction other than that it is colinear to the wave fields. This is shown447
in Fig. 13. From this figure it can be observed that there is little spread in the wavenumber for448
the following system (solid line) indicating that this is relatively insensitive to the initialization449
while the values for wavenumbers of the opposing wave system (dashed lines) are more sensitive.450
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Figure 11: Example of time-series reconstruction of incident, reflected and total surface elevations. Shown for fp =
0.4922 Hz, 0.20 m s−1 current following waves at x = 0
Though different initialization parameters are better for each of the individual wavenumbers, the451
initialization as the current unmodified wavenumbers for both results in the closest pair of curves452
when compared to the theoretical values shown in black on the plot supporting this selection of an453
initial solution.454
Interestingly, the wave systems opposing the current (k1,re f in Fig. 13) indicates a dramatic455
over-prediction for frequencies exceeding 0.70 Hz for most initialization points. Due to the con-456
straints requiring that the wavenumbers increase with frequency, this error once introduced around457
0.70 Hz contributes to the higher errors in the remaining frequencies. This constraint has been458
introduced as without a similar constraint it was found that the wavenumbers identified by the op-459
timization were highly volatile and did not represent feasible wavenumbers, as a smooth function460
over the frequencies would be expected. Introducing the constraint reduced the volatility, however,461
it also introduced this discrepancy in the wavenumbers if the initial point was not well selected.462
The high frequencies above the peak frequency of the spectra where this error is present is charac-463
terized by complex amplitudes which are low and in turn have low contributions to the objective464
function. This, therefore, makes it more challenging for the optimizer to converge effectively as465
it is difficult to distinguish between different solutions in the objective space. An alternative error466
function could therefore be explored. Preliminary transformations by looking at the logarithm of467
the error in order to inflate small changes in the error function and allow the optimizer to better dif-468
ferentiate between small changes in error led to a non-convex function with asymptotic behaviour469
which therefore did not have a well defined derivative. Alternate transformations could therefore470
be explored in future work if the error in the objective function are thought to be too large.471
A similar sensitivity study on the initial point for the amplitudes yielded no discernible change472
in the final solution, but had a greater impact on the rate of convergence.473
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Figure 12: Error and correlation in estimated current velocities for five PM spectra of differing peak frequency. The
data are calculated for spectra created in currents ranging from −0.3 m/s to 0.3 m/s . R2 = 0.99 and RMSE =
0.031 m s−1.
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Figure 13: Sensitivity to initialization of wavenumbers in IPOPT for current following waves, fp = 0.4922 Hz,
0.20 m s−1 current following waves.
6.2. Future Work474
The results presented here considering two wave systems in the presence of current is of di-475
rect value to scale testing in combined wave and current tanks such as FloWave, however, the476
methodology is extendible to any number of wave systems as long as the wave gauge arrange-477
ment ensures that the system is over-resolved. A trivial extension of this method by introducing478
additional parameters can solve for the parameters of non-collinear systems. This straightforward479
increase in complexity of the solution method can provide valuable insights, resolving for angle480
and identifying refraction effects. Both solving such a system and the experimental set-up will be481
more challenging, as the increase in decision variables to the optimization problem will signifi-482
cantly increase the computational complexity, while ensuring that the system is over-resolved will483
require many wave gauges in a two-dimensional arrangement. In general, the present framework484
should be capable of solving any characterization or isolating problem regardless of complexity,485
as long as sufficient wave gauges are deployed at the correct separations in order to ensure that486
the system is over-resolved. Hence, future work will aim to test and demonstrate the presented487
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methodology to resolve multiple directional wave fields with and without the presence of current.488
Importantly, it should also be noted that though the Fourier coefficients of the sea surface ele-489
vation was explored in the numerical and experimental work presented here, the same formulation490
and solution approach can be used with few changes in order to solve for the Fourier coefficients or491
parameters which define any wave signal. This will be particularly valuable for applications with492
ocean data where acoustic, Doppler-based, velocity instruments and pressure sensors are often de-493
ployed in tidal channels. This potentially enables a significant amount of additional information494
to be inferred from existing metocean datasets, and will be explored as an exciting area of future495
research.496
7. Conclusions497
This paper has presented a novel methodology utilizing interior point optimization to resolve498
and characterize multiple wave systems in the presence of current. Addressing the parameter499
estimation problem as an error minimization problem, IPOPT can successfully resolve the inci-500
dent and reflected wave systems in the frequency domain identifying the complex amplitudes and501
wavenumbers. The numerical procedure is demonstrated to be effective at resolving incident and502
reflected wave systems propagating in opposite directions on a current field, for a range of waves503
and current velocities tested at the FloWave Ocean Energy Research Facility. The isolation of504
wave systems proved consistent with a previous simplified method (Draycott et al., 2018) with505
coefficients of determination exceeding 0.87 for the wave system parameters, whilst additionally506
providing estimates of wavenumber and current velocity. The application of this methodology507
requires fewer assumptions than existing methods and is therefore capable of solving more com-508
plex wave systems. An initial sensitivity study has indicated that this methodology is sensitive to509
the initial solution in particular the wavenumber and the quality of the estimate can be improved510
through the more accurate selection of an initial solution.511
The developed method preserves phase information, resulting in the ability to reconstruct the512
time-series of the two wave systems; providing valuable additional information. With the proper513
consideration and effective wave gauge separations the presented numerical framework has the514
potential to resolve a wide range of complex wave and wave-current combinations thus improving515
the understanding of these conditions for engineering design.516
Future extensions of this framework will explore the application of this methodology to more517
complex wave systems including non-collinear systems as well as utilizing additional experiments518
from physical testing in order to improve the initial solutions, and the guidelines for selecting519
these.520
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• Frequency domain solver developed for resolving combined wave-current fields 
• Wave gauge measurements from a circular combined wave-current tank utilized 
• Method enables the isolation of wave systems and prediction of current velocity  
• Low errors observed in estimates of incident and reflected spectra and wavenumbers 
• Applicability to a wide range of complex wave and wave-current fields 
 
